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If neutrino masses are realized through the see-saw mechanism, can the right-handed neutrinos be
produced and detected at present and future colliders? The answer is negative in the most popular
see-saw scenarios for the simple reason that they are too heavy in these models. However, a simple
extension of the Standard Model (SM) particle content, including mirror fermions, two SU(2)L
triplet and one singlet Higgs fields, leads to a scenario in which the see-saw mechanism is realized
with the Majorana massMR of the right-handed neutrino being of the order of the electroweak scale
or smaller. A custodial SU(2) symmetry arising from the two triplet Higgs fields ensures that ρ = 1
at tree level even when their vacuum expectation values (VEV) which determine the value of MR,
can be as large as the electroweak scale. MR is found to obey the bound
MZ
2
≤ MR < 246GeV
which makes it accessible experimentally (Tevatron, LHC or ILC) since, in our scenario, νR’s can
couple directly to the Standard Model (SM) gauge bosons.
Two of the most important experimental discoveries
in the last decade are undoubtedly neutrino oscillations
and the accelerating universe. Although the knowledge
of individual neutrino masses is yet to be determined
experimentally, the most plausible explanation for the
oscillation data is the assumption that neutrinos have
masses. When combined with cosmological constraints,
the picture that emerges is one in which those masses
are tiny of O(< 1 eV ) [1]. However, its nature- Dirac or
Majorana- is unknown at the present time.
By far, the most popular scenario for neutrino masses
is the celebrated see-saw mechanism [2] where neutrinos
are of Majorana types. It is well-known that in this class
of scenario, small neutrino masses arise because of a large
hierarchy between between a Dirac mass mD (typically
of the order of a charged lepton mass) which is intrin-
sically linked to the electroweak scale and a Majorana
mass MR ≫ mD, in the form m2D/MR, where MR, the
Majorana mass of the “right-handed” neutrino, is typi-
cally some Grand Unified (GUT) mass scale or at least
several orders of magnitude larger than the electroweak
scale. The high value of MR makes this sector inaccessi-
ble experimentally. One has to resort to indirect methods
such as neutrinoless double beta decays to probe the Ma-
jorana nature of the light neutrino. If MR can be found
to be of the order of the electroweak scale, one could di-
rectly look for its signatures at future colliders through
the production and detection of right-handed neutrinos.
This possibility is realized in a model presented below.
It is not unreasonable to ask the following question:
Could one obtain the see-saw mechanism strictly within
the SM SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y by just extending
its particle content? If it is possible to do so, what
would be the constraints on the Dirac and Majorana
mass scales? What would the theoretical and experimen-
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tal consequences be other than providing a model for the
size of the neutrino masses? It is argued in this paper
that such a model can be constructed, with interesting
implications: MR cannot be larger than ΛEW ∼ 246GeV
and the Dirac mass is unrelated to ΛEW . What is the
most economical way to accomplish this?
The presentation will be organized as follows. It will
be shown below that one can construct the see-saw mech-
anism by just staying within the SM gauge group and by
simply extending the SM particle content to include mir-
ror fermions, two additional triplet and one singlet Higgs
fields. (It should be emphasized that what we mean by
mirror fermions are simply fermions that behave like the
SM ones but have opposite chiralities.) MR is found to
come from the VEVs of the triplet Higgs fields which can
be as large as the electroweak scale because of the exis-
tence of a custodial SU(2) symmetry which ensures that
ρ = 1. The paper ends with a brief discussion of the
possible signatures of our scenario such as the produc-
tion of the right-handed neutrinos through the process
q + q¯ → Z → νR + νR with νR decays being characteris-
tic of their Majorana nature. As we will show at the end
of the paper, the characteristic signatures are like-sign
dilepton events: a high energy equivalent of the neutri-
noless double beta decay.
Although the model presented here stands on its own,
it can be seen to fit into a grand unified model based on
the group E6 which is designed to embed the SM and a
new unbroken gauge group SU(2)Z [3] as described in [4]
which necessitates the introduction of the aforementioned
heavy mirror fermions [5]. At this point, it is worthwhile
to emphasize the fact that the main results of this pa-
per rest on the assumption that right-handed neutrinos
belong to SU(2)L doublets but not on the details of the
so-called mirror fermions. In particular, the possible ob-
servation of the “light” right-handed neutrinos does not
depend on the existence of heavy mirror quarks for ex-
ample, although anomaly cancellation will require their
existence despite the fact that they play no role in the
2subsequent discussion.
Let us first start out with the following SM particle
content: lL and Φ, which are respectively the lepton
doublet and the SM Higgs field. In addition, one has
eR which is SU(2)L singlet. The product l¯LΦ or l¯LΦ˜
contains an SU(2)L singlet. Since eR and νR are both
SU(2)L singlets, the respective Yukawa couplings to the
above products are allowed giving rise to the “normal”
Dirac mass terms. If, however, νR is not a singlet of
SU(2)L (nor a triplet for that matter), it follows that
l¯LΦ˜ cannot couple to νR. For definiteness, let us take
νR as belonging to an SU(2)L right-handed doublet -the
so-called mirror leptons- as follows:
lMR =
(
νR
eMR
)
, (1)
where the superscript M stands for mirror fermions.
Just as with eR which is SU(2)L singlet, let us also as-
sume the existence of a charged left-handed SU(2)L sin-
glet mirror lepton, eML (the mirror counterpart of eR).
Notice that, in this case, anomaly cancellation operates
entirely within the “lepton” sector (normal and mirror)
as well as within the “quark” sector. A bilinear such as
l¯L l
M
R = ν¯LνR+ e¯L e
M
R transforms either as a singlet or as
a triplet of SU(2)L. Let us for the moment assume the
existence of a singlet scalar field φS which can couple to
that fermion bilinear. We have
LS = gSl l¯L φS lMR +H.c.
= gSl (ν¯LνR + e¯L e
M
R )φS +H.c. (2)
The SM Yukawa couplings are given by
LY 1 = gl l¯L Φ eR +H.c. , (3a)
LY 2 = gMl l¯MR Φ eML +H.c. . (3b)
With the following VEV’s:
〈φS〉 = vS , (4a)
〈Φ〉 = (0, v2/
√
2) , (4b)
one obtains from Eqs. (2, 3a, 3b) the following masses
and matrices
mDν = gSl vS , (5)
for the Dirac neutrino and
Ml =
(
ml m
D
ν
mDν mlM
)
, (6)
for the charged SM and mirror leptons. The Dirac
neutrino mass in (5) is obtained from (2) and, in (6),
ml = gl v2/
√
2, mlM = g
M
l v2/
√
2, with the off-diagonal
mixing being identical to the Dirac neutrino mass from
(2). The diagonalization of (6) gives the following eigen-
values for the charged lepton and its mirror counterpart
m˜l = ml − (m
D
ν )
2
mlM −ml
(7a)
m˜lM = mlM +
(mDν )
2
mlM −ml
. (7b)
We will assume that mlM ≫ ml. Furthermore, it will be
seen below that mDν ≪ mlM , ml and one can easily see
that the mass mixing in (6) is negligible giving m˜l ≈ ml
and m˜lM ≈ mlM .
Before turning to the subject of this paper which is
neutrino masses, we wish to mention that the coupling
to φS which mixes SM fermions to their mirror coun-
terparts, also applies to the quark sector. Although the
results of this paper do not depend on the existence of
mirror quarks, anomaly cancellation requires it. The fol-
lowing short paragraph is written simply for the pur-
pose of completeness. It is straightforward to generalize
Eq. (6) to include the quarks. First, let us denote the
quarks by qL = (uL, dL), uR, dR, and their mirror coun-
terparts by qMR = (u
M
R , d
M
R ), u
M
L , d
M
L . Replacing gSl by
gSq in Eq. (2) for the quark sector and noticing that
mq = gq v2/
√
2 and mqM = g
M
q v2/
√
2, Mq is obtained
from (6) by the replacements: ml → mq, mlM → mqM ,
and mν → mν(gSq/gSl). The eigenvalues are now m˜q =
mq − (m
D
ν )
2 (gSq/gSl)
2
m
qM
−mq , m˜qM = mqM +
(mDν )
2 (gSq/gSl)
2
m
qM
−mq .
(We will assume mqM > mq.) Again, one has m˜q ≈ mq,
m˜qM ≈ mqM . One can straightforwardly generalize the
above discussions to three families.
The above exercise shows that the neutrino Dirac mass
can be independent of the electroweak scale in this simple
“model”. If this were the whole story, one could simply
make the Dirac mass naturally small by having a small
vS which is not constrained by any other considerations.
However, the total width of the Z boson rules out that
option because the addition of the right-handed neutrinos
to the coupling would increase the neutrino contribution
by a factor of 2. Therefore, in our scenario, the right-
handed neutrinos have to be heavier that half the Z mass.
This statement is rather general in the sense that, if νR
transforms non trivially under SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , a small
pure neutrino Dirac mass term is forbidden. (This is not
the case if νR is SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y singlet in which case one
should fine tune the Yukawa coupling, i.e. gν ∼ 10−11,
in order for mν ∼ O(≤ eV ).)
Since lM,TR σ2 l
M
R (fermion bilinear for νR Majorana
mass term) transforms as (1 + 3, Y/2 = −1) under
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , the appropriate Higgs field cannot be
a singlet which carries a charge +1 since its VEV would
break charge conservation. This leaves us with the option
of a triplet Higgs field χ˜ = (3, Y/2 = +1). Explicitly, χ˜
3is given as
χ˜ =
1√
2
~τ .~χ =
(
1√
2
χ+ χ++
χ0 − 1√
2
χ+
)
. (8)
One can have a gauge invariant Yukawa coupling of the
form
LM = gM lM,TR σ2 τ2 χ˜ lMR . (9)
With
〈χ0〉 = vM , (10)
one can see from (9) that the right-handed neutrino ac-
quires a Majorana mass MR given by
MR = gM vM . (11)
Notice that the use of an SU(2)L triplet had been made
before in the context of the left-right symmetric model
[6] and is very different from the present model. Here it
is responsible for the Majorana mass of the right-handed
neutrino.
Without further restrictions, one could also have a
Yukawa coupling of the type gL l
T
L σ2 τ2 χ˜ lL which would
give a Majorana mass gL vM to the left-handed neutrino.
Unless gL is unnaturally fine-tuned to be very small, the
presence of this term would destroy the motivation for
the see-saw mechanism. To forbid its presence at tree
level, one could impose the following global symmetry
U(1)M under which we have
lMR , e
M
L → ei θM lMR , eML , χ˜→ e−2 i θM χ˜ , φS → e−i θM φS ,
(12)
with all other particles being U(1)M singlets. In conse-
quence, this symmetry only allows the Yukawa couplings
listed in (2), (3a), (3b), and (9). Furthermore, there will
be no coupling of the triplet χ˜ to the fermion bilinear
l¯L l
M
R because of U(1)M . In consequence, the neutrino
Dirac mass comes solely from the VEV of φS as in (2).
Although this symmetry forbids the left-handed neutrino
to acquire a Majorana mass at tree level, it arises at the
one-loop level as given by
ML = λ
1
16 π2
mD 2ν
MR
ln
MR
MφS
, (13)
where λ is the quartic coupling of φS , MφS is the mass
of φS and m
D
ν and MR are given by Eq.(5) and Eq.(11)
respectively. Notice that ML as given by (13) is at most
two orders of magnitude smaller than a typical see-saw
light mass mD 2ν /MR for λ < 1. To be general, we shall
keep it in the mass matrix below. Another important
remark is in order here. Unlike scenarios in which neu-
trino Majorana masses arise either from a singlet [7] or
triplet Higgs field [8] and where there is an appearance of
a massless Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson- the so-called
Majoron- with severe constraints, our model entails no
such NG boson as we shall see below. Also, in the afore-
mentioned model with a Higgs triplet, a very small VEV
is given to that triplet in order to maintain the approx-
imate relationship ρ = 1. For a larger VEV, a custodial
symmetry is required to guarantee ρ = 1 at tree-level, a
topic to be discussed below.
The Majorana mass matrix is given by
M =
(
ML m
D
ν
mDν MR
)
, (14)
where mDν , MR and ML are given by (5), (11) and
(13) respectively. If gSl ∼ O(gM ) and vM ≫ vS ,
the eigenvalues are approximately ML − (mDν )2/MR =
−(g2Sl/gM) (vS/vM ) vS(1 − ǫ) (with ǫ < 10−2) and MR.
What would be the consequences of the assumption
vM ∼ ΛEW ? Before discussing the constraint from the ρ
parameter which would require a custodial symmetry, let
us estimate the scale vS by using the aforementioned as-
sumption. If (g2Sl/gM ) ∼ O(1), the constraintmν ≤ 1 eV
gives
vS ≈
√
vM × 1 eV ∼ O(105 eV ) . (15)
In this scenario, the singlet VEV is seen to be about six
orders of magnitude smaller than the electroweak scale.
One might ask about the hierarchy between the sin-
glet VEV and the electroweak scale, namely the question
about which mechanism that can exist to protect the
smallness of the singlet VEV. First, let us notice that
vS/ΛEW ∼ 10−6. This hierarchy is not as severe as the
one that one encounters in a generic Grand Unified The-
ory where at least 13 to 14 orders of magnitude difference
exists between the GUT scale and the electroweak scale.
One could for instance “fine-tune” the cross coupling be-
tween the singlet and triplet Higgs fields to be less than
10−12, although this may appear “unnatural”. A more
interesting possibility might be a scenario in which the
effective Dirac mass of the neutrino is proportional to the
present value of the singlet Higgs field φS(t0) ∼ 105 eV
whose effective potential might be of the “slow-rolling”
type. This type of scenario was proposed in a mass-
varying neutrino model of the first reference of [9]. The
true minimum might be characterized by vS ≫ 105 eV .
This possibility is under investigation.
It is well-known that an introduction of Higgs repre-
sentations other than SU(2)L doublets without making
sure that there is a remaining SU(2) custodial symme-
try would spoil the tree-level result ρ = 1. One of such
representations is the SU(2)L triplet scalar which has
been widely studied [10] for various reasons. With only
one triplet, e.g. χ˜, one would obtain ρ = 2 [11]. How-
ever, it is shown in [11] that the custodial symmetry is
preserved, i.e. ρ = 1, if one has two triplets, one with
χ˜(3, Y/2 = 1) and ξ = (3, Y/2 = 0). The two triplets,
when combined, form the (3, 3) representation under the
global SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R symmetry as follows
χ =

 χ0 ξ+ χ++χ− ξ0 χ+
χ−− ξ− χ0∗

 . (16)
4The VEV of χ, namely
〈χ〉 =

 vM 0 00 vM 0
0 0 vM

 , (17)
breaks the global symmetry SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R down
to the custodial SU(2) and thus guaranteeing ρ = 1.
As shown in [11], the W and Z masses have the stan-
dard expressions MW = g v/2 and MZ = MW / cos θW ,
with v =
√
v22 + 8 v
2
M and where 〈Φ〉 = v2/
√
2 and
〈χ0〉 = 〈ξ0〉 = vM . This scenario can accommodate even
the case when vM > v2. As [11] already discussed, the
U(1)M symmetry in (12) is broken explicitly by terms in
the potential which mix ξ with χ since ξ does not carry
U(1)M quantum numbers. Furthermore, such an explicit
breaking term is needed in order to have a proper vac-
uum alignment. As a result, the massless NG bosons
are absent in this model. Our model also contains a sin-
glet φS which carries a U(1)M quantum number. Unlike
the “Majoron” case, our model does not generate a NG
boson from the singlet since U(1)M is already explicitly
broken. The discussion of the Higgs potential and its as-
sociated implications is beyond the scope of this paper
and will be presented elsewhere. (As noted in [11], the
Yukawa coupling (9) breaks the custodial symmetry but
its contribution to ρ can be small when νR and e
M
R are
near degenerate.) Let us notice also that there is no Ma-
jorana term similar to (9) involving ξ. The two-triplet
scenario is particularly relevant to our model because it
can preserve the custodial symmetry while allowing for
vM to be of the order of the electroweak scale. It is worth
noticing at this point that the S parameter can be made
small in models with mirror fermions and more than one
Higgs doublet [4]. Also it is worth mentioning that that
the would-be Majoron has a mass higher than the Z bo-
son mass and therefore does not affect the Z width.
We conclude that the right-handed neutrino mass MR
is restricted to a rather narrow range
MZ
2
≤MR < 246GeV , (18)
where the lower bound comes from the experimental Z-
width requirement and the upper bound is discussed
above. As a result, this model is quite predictive in terms
of “detection” of the right-handed neutrino.
The SM fermions and their mirror counterparts are
contained the following E6 representations: 27L and
27
c
L. The details of the organization of the SM and
mirror particles in these two representations are given
in [4]. For our purpose here, one needs just the parts
that are relevant to the above discussions. First lMR , as
defined in (1), which is equivalent to lM,cL is grouped
in 27L while the SM doublet lL is put in 27
c
L. First,
the neutrino Dirac mass term as written in (2) can be
seen to come from 27c,TL σ227L. Since 27
c,T
L σ227L ∼
1 + 78 + 650, the above fermion bilinear can couple
to a singlet Higgs field as follows: 27c,TL σ227L φS(1),
where φS(1) is an E6 singlet. The Majorana mass term
coming from (9) can be seen to arise from 27TLσ227L.
Since 27TLσ227L ∼ 27 + 351 + 351
′
, one can see that
the Higgs representation that contains an SU(2)L triplet
which is SU(3)c and SU(2)Z singlet is φ(351
′
) with
351
′ ⊃ (1,105′), where 105′ ⊃ (1, 6) ⊃ (1, 3) under
SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1)→ SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .
The first immediate experimental implication of an
electroweak scale MR is the possibility of directly “de-
tecting” the right-handed Majorana neutrino at collid-
ers (Tevatron, LHC, or ILC). One should notice: 1) νR
interacts with the W and Z bosons since it is part of
an SU(2)L doublet; 2) both νR and e
M
R interact with
νL and eL respectively through the singlet scalar field
φS . In particular, since φS is expected to have a mass
of O(105 eV ), one would have the following interesting
decay modes: νR → νL + φS and eMR → eL + φS . If
the mass of νR is close to but less than that of e
M
R ,
one could have, for instance, eMR → νR + eL + ν¯L fol-
lowed by νR → νL + φS . Also, the heaviest νR could
be pair-produced through q + q¯ → Z → νR + νR with
each νR decaying into a lighter e
M
R plus a real or vir-
tual W followed by eMR → eL + φS at a “displaced” ver-
tex. Since νR is a Majorana particle, one could have e.g.
eM,−R +W
++eM,−R +W
+ → e−L +e−L +W++W++2φS,
a like-sign dilepton event which is distinctively different
from the Dirac case. This would constitute a high energy
equivalent of the well-known neutrinoless double beta de-
cay. The details of the phenomenology are under inves-
tigation.
One might ask whether or not the lightest νR might
pose a problem with the total energy density. Fortu-
nately, it is unstable because of the decay mode νR →
νL + φS . φS , in turns, can annihilate each other when
T < mφS as in φS+φ
∗
S → νL+ν¯L. The remnants of these
processes are the light νL’s and the sum of the masses of
the latter is constrained by cosmology to be less than
1 eV . Furthermore, by the time when nuclesynthesis was
supposed to take place at T ∼ MeV , the only neutrinos
that remained were the light νL’s whose number is re-
stricted to be around three. The electroweak-scale right-
handed neutrinos have practically disappeared by then
and therefore do not affect the big bang nucleosynthesis.
There is a possibility that the decays of the triplet
Higgs particles with masses close to the electroweak scale
can wash out existing lepton asymmetry when T ≤ Mχ.
If that happens then one might need a new mechanism
for generating the required baryon asymmetry. Whether
or not this is a problem will depend on the details of the
decays of the triplet Higgs fields. This is under investi-
gation.
Since neutrino masses, in our scenario, come from from
an entirely different source (SU(2)L singlet and triplet
Higgs fields instead of the SM doublet), one might expect
the leptonic “CKM” matrix to be quite different from the
quark CKM matrix, which appears to be the case exper-
imentally. Since the (small) neutrino Dirac mass scale is
associated with a singlet scalar, it might be tempting to
5connect it with scenarios of mass-varying neutrinos [9].
In summary, a model is constructed in which the Ma-
jorana mass of the right-handed neutrinos coming from
the VEVs of SU(2)L-triplet Higgs fields is found to obey
MZ
2 ≤ MR < 246GeV , without violating the constraint
ρ = 1 at tree level because of the presence of a custodial
symmetry. Its interest lies in the possibility of produc-
ing and detecting the right-handed neutrinos at current
and future colliders, a prospect that is not present with
a generic see-saw scenario where MR is typically of the
order of the GUT scale.
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